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LESSON PLANS 
 

 

 

Title – 3000-year-old stories of the square root of 2 

Lesson plan to be implemented in Math class 

Aim 

The main goal of this lesson plan is: 

- to travel back two and three thousand years in time, when our 

ancient ancestors had identified the irrationality of the diagonal of a 

square and, in fact, had estimated its length- to build a small robot 

from everyday items;  

- to know the definitions of the square root, the properties of square 

roots, and irrational numbers 

Students age targeted  
8th grade students / 14-15 years old 

Estimated time  
60 - 70 minutes 

Topics covered 

● STEAM 

● Real-world application 

● powers, roots, and ratios 

Facility/ Equipment 

 Classroom 

 Internet access 

 infographic,  

 comic,  

 papers A4,  

 ruler  

 Handout 1 – comic, Handout 2 - infographic  

Tools/ Materials 

● Article: A 3,800-year journey from classroom to classroom 
https://news.yale.edu/2016/04/11/3800-year-journey-
classroom-classroom  

● Video: The 5 best proofs that the square root of 2 is 
irrational 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zEXcsZo4hOQ&ab_cha
nnel=TippingPointMath  

● Square Root: MathWorld - Wolfram Web Resource 
https://mathworld.wolfram.com/SquareRoot.html  

● Geogebra application www.geogebra.org   
● Construction of the square roots of 1,2,3… Wheel of 

Theodorus https://www.geogebra.org/m/BwKQyu69  

https://news.yale.edu/2016/04/11/3800-year-journey-classroom-classroom
https://news.yale.edu/2016/04/11/3800-year-journey-classroom-classroom
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zEXcsZo4hOQ&ab_channel=TippingPointMath
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zEXcsZo4hOQ&ab_channel=TippingPointMath
https://mathworld.wolfram.com/SquareRoot.html
http://www.geogebra.org/
https://www.geogebra.org/m/BwKQyu69
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Development of activities  

Activity 1: The definitions of square root and irrational number 
 
What is the definition of square root? What is the definition of 
irrational number? 
Students discuss the above question, watch to the video regarding 
“The 5 best proofs that the square root of 2 is irrational” and answer 
the teacher’s questions (MathWorld - Wolfram Web Resource about 
square root). 
 
Activity 2: Construction of the square roots of 1, 2, 3… from the unit 
[1] 
 
Students in groups observe the construction of the square roots of 1, 
2, 3…, using the GeoGebra app “Wheel of Theodorus”. 
They try to construct their own artistic version using Geogebra or 
other tool. 
Other constructions are in this Students’ Art Work. 

Activity 3:  The activity with the four A4 papers! 
 
What is the ratio of the dimensions of different types of printing 
papers… A4, A3, A2, A1, A0? 
Students in groups have four A4 papers and try to answer the 
following questions:  
Which is the width and the height of the A4 
What is the ratio width/height of the A4? 
Make an A3 from two A4 
What is the ratio width/height of the A3? 
What is the ratio width/height of the A2? 
What is your conclusion? 
 
Activity 4: Discover - Explore - Enjoy Art… 
 
Can you spot the math hidden in these works of art, of the following 
links? 
National Museum of American History, Johnson Crockett 

https://americanhistory.si.edu/collections/search?edan_local=1&ed

an_q=square%20root%20Johnson%20Crockett&edan_fq%5B0%5D=

online_visual_material%3Atrue  

 'Riu-Kiu-C' by Vasarely 

http://www.op-art.co.uk/op-art-gallery/victor-vasarely/riu-kiu-c  
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HANDOUT 1: Comic poster 
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HANDOUT 2: Infographic 

 


